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Incrementation: the increase in frequency, extent,
scope or specificity of innovative variant[3,6,8].
“Successive cohorts and generations of children
advance a change beyond the level of their caretakers
and role models” (Labov 2007: 346).

Modal flavour in synchrony and diachrony
English functional modals (aux, semi-aux) are variablemeaning (deontic, epistemic)[1].
Syntax affects flavour, the more historically innovative[5,7]
flavour (epistemic) is interpreted higher structurally [2,11,12]:
With bare verb (ModalOnly):
1) Dinosaurio must eat lots of leaves…
…because his vet said so.
…because the trees are bare.

Big Q: Do child learning patterns feed diachronic
incrementation?

With grammatical aspect (ModalAspect):
2) Dinosaurio must have eaten PERFECT
Epistemic
3) Dinosaurio must be eating PROGRESSIVE Epistemic

Stimuli: Picture preference task[10] with
Deontic vs. Epistemic scenes (DV),
according to sentence type (IV):
ModalOnly (1) vs. ModalAspect (2,3)

INTRO

Penguin:[Test Sentence]

Participants: 54 monolingual Toronto
Penguin: “See look!”
English children (3yo, n=17; 4yo, n=18; >>”Which picture was Penguin looking at?”<<
5&6yo, n=19); 10 young Toronto adults.
ModalOnly: Iryna must take a bath

Lexical Verb → Functional Verb →

⍉

Deontic → Epistemic
In English today, must is used primarily epistemically;
historically newer have (got) to does most deontic work[5]

Child: it’s got mud over it.
Mother: I see. right.
Child: mustroot wash it.
(John, 2;08)

Hypothesis: Must is a functional modal and gets its
meaning compositionally[2]; we expect children to have
deontic interpretations with event complements.

Discussion
Main Claim: Learning biases may feed well-known
patterns of language change; here Deontic →
+Epistemic incrementation and loss of older forms.

must vs. Nomust

must → ++Nomust
Stimuli: Tests preference for Must vs.
NoMust sentences (DV), according to
picture type (IV): ACTUAL vs. EPISTEMIC

Child: my yellow one.
Child: can’t see it.
Child: mustepis be gone.
(John, 2;09)

Young children’s productions of must are root-biased,
relative to the input[15,16]
Non-linguistic implicit measures show concepts needed for
basic modal reasoning are in place by age 3 or earlier[20,ia]
Children in our studies, aged 3-6, have relevant concepts
and variable-meaning in place…

Study 3: Deontic Detection Task

Hypothesis: in ambiguous picture contexts (EPISTEMIC)
children will avoid must (must is being replaced by
have to even in epistemic contexts in TO English[6])

“Michelle’s at the pool with
her mom. What’s next
puppets?” [turn page]

“These two friends are at
their ballet class. What’s
next puppets?” [turn page]

or

or

Stimuli: Tests preference for Must vs.
NoMust sentences (DV), according to
picture type (IV): ACTUAL vs. DEONTIC
Design: 5 training, 5 actual pics, 5
deontic pics, 5 fillers; within subjects
Participants: 52 monolingual Toronto
English children (3yo, n=20; 4yo, n=15;
5&6yo, n=17); 10 young Toronto adults.

Participants: 35 monolingual Toronto
English children (3yo, n=9; 4yo, n=11;
5&6yo, n=15); 9 young Toronto adults.
FROG: Michelle is swimming
SHARK: Michelle must be swimming

ModalAspect: Iryna must be taking a bath
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English children use functional modals from age 2 with
root meanings, epistemic uses follow soon after[16,cf.13]

Syntax is discrete (reanalysis, innovation, actuation)[14,15]
Meaning usage shifts are gradual (incrementation)[5,6,7]

Study 2: Epistemic Detection Task

Design: 4 training, 8 actual pics, 8
epistemic pics, 8 fillers; within
subjects

Design: 4 training, 8 ModalOnly, 8
ModalAspect, 8 Fillers; within subjects

Modal verbs show directional syntactic & semantic
cyclic change in the historical record.

Control studies: Sentence Preference Tasks

Study 1: Flavour Preference Task
Incrementation Hypothesis: in ambiguous contexts
(ModalOnly: must + bare verb) children will prefer
epistemic interpretations at higher rates than young
adults from the same speech community
Deontic → ++Epistemic

Deontic
Epistemic

Modal flavour in L1A

FROG: They wear slippers in ballet class
SHARK: They must wear slippers in ballet class

>>”Which puppet said it better?”<<
2

3

Study 1: 5yos prefer epistemic interpretations of must
for ambiguous bare verb sentences, above adult rates.
Study 2: 4 & 5yos prefer not to mark sentences with
must in epistemic contexts, contra adults.
Study 3: Children maintain deontic interpretations
• 5yos are incrementing in Study 1, not just lexically
updating must to “epistemic only”
Why might preschool children overgenerate epistemic must?
Epistemic functional modals interpreted above Tense & Aspect,
deontic (root) functional modals below[2,11,12]
In English, must sentences with grammatical aspect show must
overtly above aspect marking: once kids reliably acquire grammatical
aspect[16], they may overgenerate high epistemic interpretations.

[Subj [mustEPISTEMIC [T [Asp [mustROOT [VP]]]]]]
Over-adherence to pragmatic inferences of the type “If you must,
you do” may also play a role[19, cf. 7]
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(glmer, Epistemic~AgeGroups+(1|Participant), AGEGROUPFIVE-YEAR-OLDS b=1.818, <0.001**)

Adults differentiate flavour by syntax. Children do not.
3yos show weak deontic bias, as with with prior work[13,14,16]
5yos are more adultlike for ModalAspect (x-axis) but
significantly overgenerate epistemic interpretations for
ModalOnly (y-axis), consistent with incrementation.

(glmer, MustChoice~Condition*Group+(1|Participant), PICTUREEPISTEMIC:GROUPCHILD:b=-0.622, <0.001**)

Adults vary, but prefer to mark epistemic must.
3yos at chance (evidential[9] task likely too hard). 4
and 5yo children avoid picking must, with many 4
& 5yos at floor (Quadrant c).

(glmer, MustChoice~Condition+(1|Participant)+(1|Item), PICTUREACTUAL:b=-0.622, <0.003**)

Adults pick must in DEONTIC; Nomust in ACTUAL
All child groups show a weak but significantly reliable
preference for must in DEONTIC.
Simple present (the NoMust sentence) is generic; stories
talk about behavioural norms, muddling child results.
Qualitative prompts and analysis show clear knowledge of
deontic must, but translations to have to

Not different
because ‘must’
means maybe
they will
5yo
‘Must’
means
‘have to’
4yo
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